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About This Game

This is a tactic RPG with Galgame element.
The village you live in will be attacked by all kinds of monsters as the story expands.

As the owner of the village, you'll need to recruit beautiful adventurers, use magic, build walls, turrets to defend it.

Gameplay:
The town operation phase is divided to 2 phases, Instruction Phase and Action Phase. The first phase allows you to build and

change settings while the second one lets characters to do their jobs. The goal is to protect the village and grow strong.

Features:
You can build you own village as you wish.

Recruit pretty girl adventurers to help you defeat monsters.
Made with over 1700 dynamic graphics, all girls are extremely cute.

You can help your girls with all kinds of magics.
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You can fast forward 2, 3 times to save time.

Guide:
1. In the village, you may need to press Esc very often when you need to return to somewhere. If you find yourself stuck, try

Esc.
2. If you want to construct buildings, make sure you have workers, if not, convert a farmer.

3. Click the arrow on the right up corner to end your turn.
4. In adventure phase, you need to select adventurers to begin the adventure.

5. You can instruct the adventurers to purchase items, armor amd wepons when the shop is built.
6. Focusing on level-up is recommended, there will be invaders in a few turns, make sure you won't be surprised.
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Title: Village of Adventurers 2
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Tamamo Studio
Publisher:
Paradise Project
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Horrible translation pretty much killed any chance of enjoying this game. It's one of those translations that is just so bad it's
funny, and will give a little unintended amusement for a while. The art was cute enough, but that is about the only positive I can
give this. If anyone is looking at this as a hentai game, give it up now. Unless you have a fetish for bunny and flower censorship
cover-ups. Once again, SakuraGame shows just how low they are willing to go to make a buck.. - Bad English translation. It's
like they put whole script in Google Translate and call it a day.
- Poor performance on fullscreen. Unreadable texts on windowed. People in forums said they work properly on older
system, but not on high-end system. That doesn't make sense.
- Censored sex scene. Seriously, the main purpose of buying hentai games are the sex. If it's censored, what's the point?
- All the tutorials pop up in a single instance. Forcing you to remember it all in one go before trying things out. What is
this? Airplane simulator?. This is one of those low requirement games that has awful performance on modern systems.

Whenever the mouse is moved, the FPS drops to probably not even 10, and this game is played mostly with a mouse...
Good job...

It is slightly better in windowed mode, but it is way too small.

I know I write this in vain as the devs won't ever ever E V E R even respond, let alone fix this.
I just need to vent a bit.

From the short time I could stand playing this game I noticed that the translation isn't super-terrible (still machine-
translated but probably with fixes)

But it has the rabbit-censorsiht... >_< luckily there's a patch for it.

Might have been a decent game, I will never know.. To censor in this game is pointless and actually degrades the
product as a whole.. Game crashes at the mine event cutscene. Cannot continue past it.

Hopefully there's a fix for this as I can't in good faith recommend this game if it can't even be finished due to a bug..
Horrible translation and interface make the game almost unplayable. Just stay away from this unless you like pain and
funny censorship.. Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the translation tho...
Seriously. The controls probably aren't too difficult to get your head around but the translation makes it an uphill
battle.. Horrible translation, no real tutorial, hard to find how to heal, incomplete or misleading windows names....
Finally figure out where in the story the bug is, is after completing "Forest of Dark Elf", the next part of the tale just
crash the game.. "This is a tactic RPG with Galgame element." - my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This is basicly a
hentai game without much choices what you want or not. Or if you want that girl riding you or not. Where the grafics
are censored, the text isn't. I was bored and dissapointed in the first 15 minutes, I ordered a refund.
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WoW... Uh... The dialog is virtually unreadable, it is worse than the most raw manga scantilation you can find... if I were the
developer I would be embarrased to release this without some kind of proofreading, let alone editing.
Oh, and the voice acting... is she sucking on an orange or something? I seriously found the only sex scene I played through in the
prelude to be, well, sort of dumb, do they even know how to kiss?
Seriously, if you do not get this in a bundle, just walk away... walk away!. Do you kno de wei?. This game is the best game, but
it's only good if you're a weeb.. Ok this isn't a ecchi game this is a flat out hentai game. The translations are almost comicly bad
but the game is playable. It's much better if you play it in it's normal resolution and not full screen. it also has a lot of stuff to go
through until you actually get to the town management.

But yeah...HENTAI not ecchi game.

On sale for a hentai vn with a light village management game in it, it's ok.. The game is broken once you get to the mine
cutscene. There is no nudity because everything is censored. In other words the game is not finished and they use false tags to
advertise it.

The translator is in love with the word "the" and it's used wrong so often it gives even an idiot a headache.

The game has a good concept to it but it is just executed poorly. It has potential if they ever fix it but even on sale it's not worth
it.. An awful translation to be sure, but the UI is damn near broken.. I got a bug here , event at mine where Tiya and Claris going
to mine . Please fix it!

Update: someone on the discussion page knows how to fix that bug, so I give it a thumbs up. 10\/10 perfect game. gamewise-
not fun not, not worth playing
pornwise- fails to deliver, images are so heavily censored a bikini would show more

note this is at least partially the fault of Steam itself because they keep changing position on what is allowed or not.
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